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The Revaluation of Injuries Compensation in Ireland 

 

Brian Morgan, Litigation and Employment Law Solicitor of Morgan McManus Solicitors, explains 
how Courts in Ireland will now assess the valuation of Injuries in Claims which come before the 
Irish Courts, in light of recent Decisions by the Court of Appeal. 

In Ireland, under the Personal Injuries Assessment Board Act 2003, commonly known as the PIAB Act, 
the Board established under the Act, now known as the Injuries Board, obtained statutory authority 
to issue a Book of Quantum, which enables it to establish estimates on the valuation of 
compensation, which it in turn uses to guide it on issuing Assessments on Claims which come before 
it. The first Book of Quantum issued shortly after the enactment of the Act in 2004. While Judges in 
the Civil Courts were initially guided by the estimates in the Book of Quantum this became less 
customary as the Book of Quantum became less relevant to modern day Court Awards.  

More recently the Injuries Board has issued a new Book of Quantum, which is more in line with the 
valuation of Compensation Awards which have issued from the Courts. In compiling the document 
the Consultants appointed examined representative samples from over 51,000 closed Personal 
Injury Claims from 2013 and 2014 based on actual figures from Court cases, Insurance Company 
settlements, State Agency cases and Personal Injuries Board data. The Book is divided into different 
categories if injuries. These are in turn are divided into sub-categories of severity, defined as either 
Minor, Moderate or Severe. Dependent on the particular sub-category ascribed to a Claim the 
Injuries Board and the Courts are expected to turn firstly to this Book in assessing the value of an 
Injuries Claim. However, at best, the Book of Quantum can only serve to put a label on a Claim. 

As noted by Mr Justice John Edwards in the case of Cronin v Stevenson and Russell, to which I shall 
refer later, “the Civil Liability and Courts Act 2004 requires a judge in a personal injuries case to have 
regard to the Book of Quantum, although he may also have regard to other factors.  … Moreover, 
where (the Book of Quantum) is perhaps of particular help is in terms of locating where on the scale 
of general damages where the upper end is determined by the figure appropriate to catastrophic 
injuries soft tissues of various grades lie”. 

Therefore, while the Book of Quantum will now be considered by the Judges when initially assessing 
the type of injury sustained and the estimate of compensation which would normally be awarded for 
that injury, the Court must then consider the particular circumstances of the case in hand. Every 
case is different. Individual Claims have in the past been subject to the different biases of different 
Judges.  

However all of this looks now set to change. 
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Recent Case law 

A number of cases have been decided recently by the Court of Appeal which have stated that, 
independently of the Book of Quantum, it is appropriate also to examine the award of damages by 
reference to where the plaintiff’s injuries fall to be located on the range that comes before the 
courts for assessment between minor and very severe. 

Payne v Nugent 

In the case of Payne v Nugent [2015 IECA 268], in a Decision delivered by Ms Justice Mary Irvine on 
the 10th November 2015 Ms Justice Irvine reduced an overall General Damages Award of €65,000 
(divided as to €45,000 for pain and suffering to date pain and €20,000 for suffering into the future) 
to €35,000 (divided as to €30,000 for pain and suffering to date pain and €5,000 for suffering into 
the future). The Plaintiff had suffered back, neck and shoulder injuries in an accident on the 19th 
December 2012and there was also evidence of some psychological injury. While she complained of 
some continuing back problems as of the date of the Trial her injuries were largely cleared up. Ms 
Justice Irvine appears to have been of the view that the Plaintiff had suffered modest injuries and 
that the Award made by Mr Justice Cross in the High Court was “unduly generous”. 

Referring to, what is commonly known as the “cap on general damages”, where a maximum value of 
compensation is generally fixed on catastrophic injuries, she noted that “the upper range for 
compensation of this type rests in or around the €400,000 mark”.  When assessing the valuation of 
Claims a Judge must therefore estimate the value of the Claim “along an imaginary scale of damages 
for personal injuries which ends at €400,000 for the catastrophically injured plaintiff …”. This, the 
Judge stated, “at least provides a type of benchmark by which the appropriateness of the award 
made may helpfully be evaluated”. 

Nolan v Wirenski 

This was followed on the 25th February 2016 by another Decision of Ms Justice Irvine in the case of 
Nolan v Wirenski [2016 IECA 56] where again the Court of Appeal reduced General Damages of 
€125,000 (divided as to €90,000 for pain and suffering to date pain and €30,000 for suffering into 
the future) previously awarded by Mr Justice Barr in the High Court to €65,000 (divided as to 
€50,000 for pain and suffering to date pain and €15,000 for suffering into the future). The Plaintiff 
had suffered significant injuries to her right shoulder, right hand and thumb. The Defendant did raise 
issue as to the credibility of the Plaintiff, claiming that she had exaggerated her injuries. 

Ms Justice Irvine commented that it was clear that the Plaintiff’s credibility as to the extent of her 
complaints was a major issue. The accident was not a particularly severe one but that did not 
exclude the possibility that the Plaintiff would suffer a significant injury. 

Assessment of Damages  

At paras 31 and 32 of her Decision, Ms Justice Irvine stated: 

“31. Principle and authority require that awards of damages should be (i) fair to the plaintiff and the 
defendant; (ii) objectively reasonable in light of the common good and social conditions in the State; 
and (iii) proportionate within the scheme of awards for personal injuries generally. This usually 
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means locating the seriousness of the case at an appropriate point somewhere on a scale which 
includes everything from the most minor to the most serious injuries.  

32. It can however generally be said that insofar as cases which involve catastrophic or life changing 
injury have come before the Courts in recent years, the level of general damages awarded in respect 
of injuries of this type has generally been somewhere in or around €450,000. That is not to say that 
€450,000 is a maximum. There has been the rare case in which a sum in excess of that figure has 
been awarded.” 

Having reviewed the Plaintiff`s injuries, the Judge later stated: 

“38. Moving back to the present case, the essential point is that it is reasonable to seek to measure 
general damages by reference to a notional scale terminating at approximately the current 
maximum award endorsed by the Supreme Court which is in or about €450,000. That is the figure 
generally accepted by senior practitioners and judges alike as the appropriate level for compensation 
for pain and suffering in cases of extreme or catastrophic injury. In the exercise if its wardship 
jurisdiction the High Court regularly approves settlements for injuries of this type at this level of 
compensation.  

39. When it comes to assessing damages I believe it is a useful to seek to establish where the 
plaintiff’s cluster of injuries and sequelae stand on the scale of minor to catastrophic injury and to 
test the reasonableness of the proposed award, or in the case of an appeal an actual award, by 
reference to the amount currently awarded in respect of the most severe category of injury. Such an 
approach should not be considered mandatory and neither does it call for some mathematical 
calculation; what is called for is judgment, exercised reasonably in light of the case as a whole….”. 

Noting that the Plaintiff`s injuries were “relatively un-traumatic when compared to most other road 
traffic accidents” and that the Plaintiff was not in any major way restricted by her injuries, Ms Justice 
Irvine was of the view that the sum awarded by the High Court was “wholly disproportionate to the 
Plaintiff`s injuries”. 

Consistency of Awards 

What can be seen in these Appeal Decisions is an effort by the Judge to reach some consistency in 
the manner in which Trial Judges value individual Injury Claims which come before the Courts. There 
is an obvious benefit to this: if there is consistency in Court Awards it is more likely that Claims will 
settle without the necessity for Court Hearings and also less likely that there will be as many Court 
Appeals. This will lead to a more efficient Court system and save legal cost. 

Shannon v Sullivan 

Continuing her drive to ensure some consistency Ms Justice Irvine delivered a Judgment on the 18th 
March 2016 in the case of Shannon v Sullivan [2016 IECA 93] in respect of the defendant’s appeal 
against two Awards of Damages made by the High Court (Donnelly J.) on 25th March 2015 at the 
Kilkenny High Court in favour of a Husband and wife, Anthony and Rita Shannon. The High Court 
judge had awarded Mrs. Rita Shannon a total award of damages of €131,463 comprising €50,000 in 
respect of pain and suffering to date, €80,000 in respect of pain and suffering into the future and 
agreed special damages of €1,463. She awarded Mr. Anthony Shannon a total sum of €91,463, made 
up as to €35,000 in respect of pain and suffering to date, €55,000 in respect of pain and suffering 
into the future and an agreed sum of €1,463 in respect of special damages. 
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On 7th November 2012 Mr. and Mrs. Shannon were involved in a road traffic accident at Anglesea 
Road, Clonmel. Mrs. Shannon was travelling as a front seat passenger in her husband’s vehicle when 
the defendant’s car emerged from a road on her left and struck the passenger door with such force 
that the airbag was deployed. Both suffered a stretching /bruising-type injury, both also suffering 
some psychological injury. Neither had missed a day’s work as a result of their injuries. It was also 
noted that neither had attended a doctor for 14 months after their initial attendance post accident. 

The Quantification of Damages 

We often tell our clients that the purpose of compensation is to put the victim back in the position 
that he or she was before they sustained their injuries. Well that principle was clearly dashed by the 
Judge where, at paras 32 to 34 of her Judgment, she stated: 

“32. It has long been accepted that awards of damages must be:-  

(i) fair to the plaintiff and the defendant,  

(ii) proportionate to social conditions, bearing in mind the common good  

and  

(iii) proportionate within the scheme of awards made for other personal injuries (see 
MacMenamin J. in Kearney v. McQuillan & North Eastern Health Board [2012] IESC 
43 and Denham J. in M.N. v. S.M. [2005] IESC 17).  

33. However, even where awards are made in accordance with these principles, the goal of damages, 
which is to put the plaintiff back in the position that he or she was in before they sustained their 
injuries, is, in most cases, unattainable. This is particularly so in the case of serious injury.  

34. As to how a court should decide what is proportionate in terms of damages, I believe it is useful 
to seek to establish where the plaintiff’s cluster of injuries and sequelae are to be found within the 
entire spectrum of personal injury claims which includes everything from very modest injuries to 
those which can only be described as catastrophic. While this is not a mandatory approach, it is a 
useful yardstick for the purposes of seeking to ensure that a proposed award is proportionate. This 
type of assessment is valuable because minor injuries should attract appropriately modest damages, 
middling injuries moderate damages, severe injuries significant damages and extreme or 
catastrophic injuries damages which are likely to fall somewhere in the region of €450,000. …”. 

The valuation of catastrophic injury cases 

The Judge recorded her view once again on the valuation of catastrophic injury cases, stating at para 
36 of her Judgment that “the figure of €450,000 is generally accepted by senior practitioners and 
judges alike as the appropriate level of compensation for pain and suffering in cases of that nature 
…”.  This was the top value of General Damages awards. 

The yardstick by which compensation is assessed 

Returning to the injuries which had been suffered by the Shannons, the Judge stated that, by 
reference to the top value of awards, “the spectrum of awards Mr. and Mrs. Shannon’s injuries 
should be located depends upon extent to which, as a result of the defendant’s wrongdoing, they 
have suffered and will continue to experience, inter alia, pain, suffering and loss of enjoyment of life. 
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While it is important to understand the nature of their injuries and the relevant medical diagnoses, 
far more important is the evidence concerning the extent to which those injuries have already and 
may in the future adversely affect their lives. The value of an injury cannot be determined by the label 
attached to it.” Therefore in future a Trial Judge`s finding of a particular injury type “needs to be 
followed up with the trial judge’s assessment as to the consequences for the plaintiff of such an 
injury.” 

At para 43 of her Judgment, Ms Justice Irvine summarized the issues which should be considered by 
the Trial Judge when assessing the severity of any given injury and the sum to be awarded by 
considering the answers to the following questions: 

“(i) Was the incident which caused the injury traumatic, and if so, how much distress did it cause?  

(ii) Did the plaintiff require hospitalisation, and if so, for how long?  

(iii) What did the plaintiff suffer in terms of pain and discomfort or lack of dignity during that period?  

(iv) What type and number of surgical interventions or other treatments did they require during the 
period of hospitalisation?  

(v) Did the plaintiff need to attend a rehabilitation facility at any stage, and if so, for how long?  

(vi) While recovering in their home, was the plaintiff capable of independent living? Were they, for 
example, able to dress, toilet themselves and otherwise cater to all of their personal needs or were 
they dependent in all or some respects, and if so, for how long?  

(vii) If the plaintiff was dependent, why was this so? Were they, for example, wheelchair-bound, on 
crutches or did they have their arm in a sling? In respect of what activities were they so dependent?  

(viii) What limitations had been imposed on their activities such as leisure or sporting pursuits?  

(ix) For how long was the plaintiff out of work?  

(x) To what extent was their relationship with their family interfered with?  

(xi) Finally, what was the nature and extent of any treatment, therapy or medication required?” 

When valuing injuries into the future, “the court must once again concern itself, not with the 
diagnoses or labels attached to a plaintiff’s injuries, but rather with the extent of the plain and 
suffering those conditions will generate and the likely effects which the injuries will have on the 
plaintiff’s future enjoyment of life”. 

Applying these principles to the cases in hand, the Judge was of the view that the claims of the 
Shannons must “fall towards the bottom end of the scale”. She reduced Mr Shannon`s compensation 
to an award of €25,000 in respect of pain and suffering to date and a sum of €15,000 in respect of 
pain and suffering into the future and Mrs Shannon`s compensation to an award of €40,000 be 
made in respect of pain and suffering to date and €25,000 in respect of pain and suffering into the 
future. 
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Cronin v Stevenson and Russell 

Ms Justice Irvine has not been the only Judge of the Court of Appeal to apply these principles and 
apply a sharp sword to perceived generous awards made by the High Court. In a subsequent case 
Cronin v Stevenson and Russell [2016 IECA 186] Mr Justice John Edwards delivered a Judgment on 
the 22nd June 2016 where again a High Court award of €200,000 for General Damages (comprising of 
€100,000 for pain and suffering to date, €80,000 for pain and suffering into the future, and an 
agreed sum of €20,000 for special damages) was reduced to €125,000 (comprising of €75,000 for 
pain and suffering to date, €30,000 for pain and suffering into the future, and the agreed sum of 
€20,000 for special damages). 

In this case the Plaintiff was a rear seat passenger in a taxi which was involved in a head-on collision. 
She sustained very severe soft tissue injuries to her cervical, left shoulder and lower back including 
lumbosacral and coccyx areas. The trial judge found that prior to the accident the Plaintiff was a very 
sporty individual who liked jogging and physical exercise, and who moved out and about socialising, 
enjoying meals and the like as any young person of her age, and with a reasonable job at the time, 
would have done. He was satisfied that the accident was a very violent collision. The Plaintiff had 
been thrown back and forward, and bumped her head. 

Applying the principles enunciated by Ms Justice Irvine in Nolan v Wirenski, and noting that the 
Plaintiff did not lose any time off work the Judge stated that “the fact that the plaintiff was able to 
continue her work uninterruptedly is a significant objective fact”. He found it difficult to justify the 
awards made by the Trial Judge and reduced the Plaintiff`s compensation. 

Principles to be applied in the future 

It seems that in the future the starting point will be the updated Book of Quantum, but this will only 
be appropriate in labelling the injury type sustained by the Plaintiff. Thereafter, the Judge will need 
to, in the words of Ms Justice Irvine in para 45 of her Decision in Shannon v O`Sullivan, “take into 
account, in summary, the severity of the injury, how long it has taken the plaintiff to recover, 
whether it has short-term or long-term consequences and if so the impact on the plaintiff’s life in all 
its different aspects including his family, his work his sports or hobbies or pastimes, in addition to any 
other features that are relevant in the plaintiff’s particular circumstances”. 

More recently the Courts have been subjected to undue criticism by the Insurance industry, blaming 
high Court Awards and legal costs for increases in Insurance Premiums. While no strong evidence 
has been produced by the Insurance industry to back up this criticism, these recent Decisions made 
by the Court of Appeal should at least go some way to demonstrate that the Courts are prepared to 
play their part in achieving savings in Court Costs. Hopefully the Insurance Companies will now take 
some positive action in reducing premiums, rather than blaming the Courts system for rising costs. 

6th November 2016 

Brian Morgan 
Morgan McManus Solicitors 
Clones, 
County Monaghan 
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